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1MEIIY
VOLUME 5.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING; JULY S

the Union. Ia no other country would
it ibe possible for a government to do
for reclamation what has been accom
plished by this country.
It was a
broad, thoughtful, instructive and able
speech that will linger in its effecjts
for it preached the doctrine of good
citizenship, loyalty patience and pa

DOINGS AT
CARLSBAD

A

SERIOUS

point.

THREE SUCCESSFUL DAYS

Speakers,
Addresses by Prominent
Sports, and Music. Splendid Music
Racing ' Program.
Winners at the
Horse Show. The Celebration a
Great Success.

SALVATION ARMY MEETS
SAD MISHAP ON THEIR RETURN HOME YESTERDAY.

TWO BADLY HURT

Horses Become Frightened at Auto
And Run Away. Driver Jordan and
Mrs. Frank Berry are Very Badly
Hurt. .Children Had Narrow Escape
From Serious Injury.

ister-Tribun- e.

Carlsbad, N. M., July 5. Today is
the last day of the great New Mexico
Irrigation Celebration that was held in
Carlsbad, July 3, 4, and 5 and it iaine
of the most memorable celahranons
that has ever 'been conducted in the
Southwest and was a joint one author
ized by the 37th New Mexico Legislative Assembly and directed to be
held in commemoration of this the
first season when water is supplied
to the citizens of New Mexico under
the provisions of the act of congress
commonly called "The Reclamation
Act." The Rio Hondo project at Ros-wehas been completed at a cost of
three hundred and fifty thousand dollars and water is about to be delivered
therefrom for the reclamation and irrigation of twelve thousand acres of
land.
The Carlsbad project is low nearing
completion and is sufficiently advanced that water is ready for delivery
therefrom and when completed will
have a cost of more than six hundred
thousand dollars and will reclaim and
irrigate twenty five thousand acres
of land.
Work at present is being rushed on
vthe Rio Grande or Eagle .project upon
a diversion dam for the purpose of
,Jn the
TjJxina: water
Kio Grande Valley until the project
has been permanently completed. The
estimated cost of this vast project is
seven million, two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars and when completed
will reclaim and irrigate 180,00 acres
of land in New Mexico, Texas and
Mexico: The reservoir will be forty
males long and will contain a storage
capacity of 2.000,000 acres of water.
The Rio Grande as well as El Paso
and the entire Pecos Valley has ibeen
well represented at the celebration
and it has been a time of glorious
thanksgiving to a paternal government
for what it has accomplished in reclaiming the arid lands of the west,
under the wise provisions of the Reclamation Act."
The proceedings were started Wednesday morning at 9:30 by music by
the celebrated Caman band of Win-fielKansas, which rendered excellent music for the entire three days.
Mayor Arthur O'Quinn, Carlsbad's
efficient and genial mayor called the
meeting to order and turned over the
keys of the city to the visitors and
the ceremonial part of the celebration
started Wednesday morning at the
stand on Mermod Street, opposite the
Schlitz Hotel and immediately followed the hose contest 'between Carlsbad
and Roswell, in which Roswell was de-

feated.
Captain Etienne de Pellissier Bujae
the Silver Tongue orator of New Mex-icacted as master of ceremonies.
Captain Bujac delivered the welcoming address on behalf of Carlsbad and
it was thoroughly a gracious one. In
he spoke of the vast work and the
it
great significance of the Reclamation
arid
service in reclaiming the
west. He gave a 'brief outline of the
possibilities of the future. His tribute to President Roosevelt was in
most glowing terms and he declared
that the president was the foremost
and grandest man In the world today.
He said that all regardless of party
affiliations should take of their hats
to the man who stood at the top of
San Juan hill Dine years ago today
for the vast good 4ie had accomplished In reclaiming- the west and the
aid that he had given the "Reclamation Service."
Bujac is a red hot Texas democrat
and said that he spoke from the stand
point of a democrat, "The man who
causes two blades of grass to grow
where there were formerly only one
is greater than a conquerer of a city"
quoted the speaker. His reference to
Roosevelt caused a burst of applause.
Capt. Bujac spoke of Hon. J. O. Cameron, as author of House Bill No. 7,
creating this celebration and highly
complimented Mr. Cameron for his
splendid work. His references to the
members of the Reclamation service,
both, local and general staff was in
words of slneerest" praise. His closing tribute to Carlsbad was given In
deepest feeling and be welcomed the
name of the town the
visitors
Territory and the Pecos Valley.
Captain Bujac introduced Hon. H.
B. Holt of Las Cruces who delivered
the address of welcome on behalf of
the Board of Control. Mr. Holt is a
lawyer of note and was the leading
republican whip at the last session of
the territorial legislature. His oration
was the finished one of the day, being
full of instructive and significant data
and statistics concerning the future
growth and development of the Territory. .He termed the "Reclamation
Act" as the greatest act of the na
tional- - congress for in its application
lies the hope of the desert and the
certainty that New Mexico will tn
time be one of the greatest states of
o

d

In-th- e

.

The outing of some of the poorer
children of Roswell, given them by
the kindness of the Salvation Army
yesterday, resulted in a serious mishap. As the party was returning from
Stone's Grove, coming down the North
Hill, the horses became firightened at
one of the Roswell Auto Company's
machines, which was passing and began running and plunging. One of the
breast straps broke, and the horses
got beyond control of the driver, John
Jodan.
Mrs. Frank Berry stood up
and started to jump. Just then one
of the horses kicked and his hoof
struck the bed of the wagon, and Mrs.
Berry was thrown up and out landing
just in front of the wheels, which pass
ed over her body. She was quite seriously injured, her right leg being
broken in two places, one shoulder
cut
severely bruised and her head
open.
In the meantime, in endeavoring to
control the horses, John Jordan was
pulled over the front of the wagon and
under the horses. His left leg was
.broken and he was very badly hurt
around the head.
The auto stopped and came back
and Mrs. Berry was placed in it and
taken to her home and medical attendance summoned. Mr. Jordan was
also taken to his home, where he was
ped, for. .Both persons .are reported
today to iDe aoing as wen as couia
be expected with such severe injuries.
Monument to Yale Defenders.
New Haven, Conn., July 5.. A mon
iment commemorating the defense of
New Haven against the British troops
by the students of Yale college, July
5. 1779, was unveiled today at West
Bridge, where the skirmish took place
The memorial is a gift from James E.
Kelley, the sculptor, and cost about
$30,000. The principal feature of the
bronze
beautiful work of art is a
group of three figures of three youths
artillery.
field
piece
operating a
of
Dominion Steel Meeting.
Montreal, Que., July 5: Stockholders of the Dominion Iron and Steel
company held their annual meeting
today for the reception of the report
of the directors and the election of a
board for the ensuing year. According to the report, 'earnings for the
year were
Interest
S2.247.536.45.
charges for the yeafl- - amounted to
684,384.84, and the net earnings
Owing to an alleged viola
tion of contract by the Dominion Coal
company and its refusal to supply fuel at an agreed price, the average
earnings from November to February
fell of about $250,000 as compared
with the same months of 1906. The
assets of the corporation are given
at about $40,000,000.
o

The first and finest Valenca
Oranges in the country just
received a fresh car load
Joyce-Pru- it

Company-Mak-

e

republic.

4

f

Canadian Merchants Meet.
Hamlin, Ont., Jnily 5. The convention of the Retail Merchant's association of Canada, in session here during
the last three days; has adjourned and
most of the delegates left for their
homes today. Delegates representing
all lines of business took part in the
meeting.
An improvement in trade
conditions was reported all over the
dominion.
Examine Ciyil Engineers.
" New York, July 5. A competitive
examination is ibeftig held by the navy department today for the purpose
of filling from civil life six vacancies
in the corps of civil engineers in the
navy. The pay ranges from $2,000 to
$3,500 a year, owing to length of service. The present examination probably presents the last opportunity for
appointment to the corps from civil
life, as it is thought that legislation
requiring candidates to be graduates
cf the navy department will be passed
by the next congress.
To Fight Nicotine Trust.
Norfolk. Va., July 5. A determined
war on the tobacco trust, now an object of federal investigation, has been
declared by the delegates to the seventh annual convention of the Tobacco
States,
Association of the United
which held its first business session
in the auditorium this morning. President Tazenwell M. Carrington, a pro
minent tobacco man of 'Richmond, is
presiding over the sessions of the association and sounded the first battle
note in the warfare against the alleged monopoly. According to government statistics read before the convention the American Tobacco company, a New Jersey Corporation, now
controls 95 per cent, of the licorice
trade. 90 per cent of the cigarette
trade, 85 per cent of the trade in smok
ing and chewing tobacco and about 15
per cent of the cigar trade. The United Cigar Stores company, which now
owns about 500 retail stores in cities
throughout the country, is alleged to
be owned and operated by the trust.
w Mayors in Panhandle Cityt
Amaririo, Tex'., July 5. Executi ves
of Texas municipalities were given a
hearty greeting today by the officials
and citizens of the Panhandle metropolis upon their arrival here to attend
the annual meeting of the Texas MayAn address of welor's association.
come iby Mayor Miller of Amarillo,
"vnd the annual address of President
Tom W. Perkins of McKinney, are the
features of the program for the iniAmong
tial session this afternoon.
the important subjects .to come before
he convention for discussion are the
government,
of
commission form
which had its origin in Texas, and
municipal ownership of public utilities, which has been successfully tested in many cities and towns of the
Lone Star State.
Schmidtz's Sentence Saturday.
San Francisco, July 5. Engene E.
Schmidtz the convicted mayor of San
Francisco, will appear before Judge
Dunne tomorrow for sentence on conviction for the crime of extortion from
French restaurant proprietors. Passing of the sentence was originally sej
for June 27, but was postponed. According to the penal code, Schmidtz
may be punished by confinement
in
the penitentiary for not to exceed five
years, the length of time being within the province of Judge Dunne to
determine. The imposing of Schmidtz
sentence will clear the way for a reorganization of the municipal government and the appointment of a new
mayor by the supervisors.
It is generally believed that Schmidtz will get
off with one or two years' imprisonment.

Boy Orators Will Elocute.
Norfolk, Va., July 5. American
Boy day was observed on the grounds
of the exposition today with all the
enthusiasm of a
vim and ibottled-ubelated Fourth of July celebration.
Youngsters of the tidewater towns
turned out in force and were assisted
by youthful visitors from all over the
country. Age cut no figure and old
boys of 60 took part in the festivities
with much vigor as kids of six. Several boy orators of national fame are
on the program for addresses, among
them Master Umphrey Lee, son of a
Missouri clergyman, and Cortland M.
Feuquay, of Chandler. Okla., a freshman in the University of Oklahoma.
The
latter was one of the orators at
DirecA card la the Roswell Trade
American Boy celebration at the
tory brings results and keeps your the
St. Louis exposition and his speech
nemo befnra rn pflom.
was published all over the country.
The setting apart of July 5. as AmeriDon't use anything but the can
Boy day originated with W. C.
sweet Valencia Oranges that we Sprague. a Detroit editor. Last year
Joyce-Pru- it the national celebration was held at
received
have just
PoHland:

Signs at This Meeting.
Norfolk, Va., July 5. Cardinal Gibbons, President Harry St. George
are
Tucker and Governor Swanson
imong the speakers on the program
of today's session of the National
Association of the Deaf. Their addresses will be translated into the
''am language by an interpreter for
the benefit of the mutes. The exposition management has set apart today
as deaf mute day and the delegates
will be given the freedom of the
grounds. The convention will adjourn
tomorrow. Denver will likely be selec
ted as the place for holding the next
meeting.

p

Company.

-

We have the only Valencia
OIL. OIL, OIL.
If you want good goods at honest Oranges in the country Try
prices, call up Phone 412 and ask our
Company.
wagon to deliver you our high-grad- e
them Joyce-Pru- it
oil or gasoline. Give us a trial and let
us convince you.
Maneuvers at Fort Moultrie.
THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO,
Fort, Moultrie. S. C, July 5: SevIndependent Oil Refineries.
eral regiments of National guards
Phone 412 men from So'th Carolina, Alabama,
mediate transmission to the President 76-t- f.
of
Georgia and Florida encamped today
Hon. Granville A. Richardson
Posthumous Baby Sues.
at Fort Moultrie and will take part in
Roswell followed with a graphic deills-bro, Tex., July 5. An unique the maneuvers to be held in connec
H
scription of what the reclamation service had done for New Mexico, and salt has been filed in district court tion with these of the regular troops.
was heartily applauded, though
ie there for $25,000 damages against the The encampment promises to be the
raised the bristles on the back of hun- 1I Santa Fe road, the plaintiff being best, from a military standpoint, held
dreds of Texans when, he declar- John Jenkins, Jr., a baby three months in the South for many years. The men
ed that he was not In favor of the use old, the only surviving child of John will remain in camp ontil July 15 and
of any of the waters of the Rio Grande Jenkins, Sr., who was killed while the last four days will be devoted to
project in Texas, by the Eagle project working for the defendant road about problems in the attack and defense of
eleven months ago. The infant in the fort, in repelling boat attacks and
ditches.
whose name the suit has been bro't in defense of land approaches.
(Continued on Page Four.)
e
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John Harper followed his son upon
the stand and related his experiences
during the strike period.
The defense in the trial of William
D. Haywood is nearing the end of its
case. Mover will go on the stand late
this afternoon or tomorrow morning.
Six witnesses this morning olosed up
the loose ends in the net of contradic

NEAR END

.

.

Mexico to Welcome Root.
City of Mexico July 5. Official
Mexico is making arrangements on an
elaborate scale for the reception of
Secretary Root upon his arrival here
this summer. Many functions of unprecedented magnificence are ibeing
prepared in his honor by the official
reception committee, which includes
WITH some of the best mwn men in the

Dr.

EVENTS OF THE GREAT IRRIGA-- ,
TION CELEBRATION AT THE
DOWN THE VALLEY TOWN.

M1V

OF TRIAL

RUNAWAY

triotism.

Charles E. Iiukens, of Albuquer
que and formerly of Roswell gave the
response. His talk on the reclamation
of the desert was very instructive.
There were several pictures of the
Pecos Valley as it is today that were
very eloquent. He closed with a paro
dy on national song "America," that
should become classic in New Mexi
co. It is as foiows:
"New Mexico, to thee
Alfalfa and apple tree.
We yield the palm,
Long may our sun shine bright.
Help win the lunger's fight,
Oh give us statehood right.
GREAT UNCLE SAM.
Land where the rangers ride.
Land of the cow boy's pride.
PLENTY OF ROOM.
We love thy rocks and rills.
Thy woods and templed hills.
Our blood with ozone fills,
BACTERIA'S DOOM.
"Beter Times in New Mexico," was
the concluding
address Wednesday
and was delivered by Will Robinson
of Roswell editor of the Roswell .Reg
He considered the people of Carlsbad especially fortunate
in securing the great irrigation system
and they deserved it, for America had
seen few greater abject lessons
of
faithful persistence than has been af
offorded by these pioneers, to whom
ten the future looked very dark. Now
that the people here were coming to
what is due tireless effort he felt
justified as a prophet when he said
that the destruction of the Avalon dam
was really a fortunate thing, for it
meant that the government would step
in and restore it da a form as eternal
as the hills. All of those editorial pro
phecies had been justified, and yet the
beginning of the work of the reclama
tion service had only .been touched
upon. He" said when he first made
these statements he had to hide out
for a few days. He closed with a characteristic description of the "Irrigation
of Tears' in which he spoke of the
great heart of the people of the Pecos
Valley and Carlsbad, whose tenderness he had reason to feel, and the as
surance of the future of any town be
ing safe in the hands of the faithful.
He was frequently applauded.
All the intervals of the program was
filled by the great Caman band.
The program Wednesday afternoon
consisted of sports amusements, baseball games and races at the fair
grounds and a concert by the Caman
band at 2 o clock p. m. at the iband
stand in the court..house square.Several exciting races 'were piilieo
off and there was a large crowd at
the Race track and it was under the
auspices of the Carslbad Racing Association. The Artesia band furnished
and
the music at the fair grounds
race track.
The baseball game between Lake
Arthur and Carlsbad resulted in a vic
tory for the visiting team the score be
ing 12 to 2.
At 8:00 p. m. there was a concert
by Caman's band at the court house
square. Miss Strack of Winfleld, being
the soloist.
Wednesday's entertainment was coa
eluded by a reception at the rooms of
the Carlsbad Commercial Chub.
The opening exercises on the morning of the glorious Fourth opened under a clear sky by music by Caman's
band in the court house square at 8:30
a. m.
Immediately after the music there
was a horse show, including prizes
for the ibest harness pairs, the best
single drivers, the best saddle animals and the best stallions and draft
horses. The first prize for each was a
Silver cup. Wells Benson came first
with the best Double Drivers and W.
L. Bobo, second, Mrs. F. L. Dearborne
won the first prize on the single driv
er, with E. A. Siegnor, second. Kenneth Keebler won the first prize on
the ibest saddle horse and S. T. Bitting came second. The Carlsbad Ger
man Coach Company won first prize
on best stallion and Sheriff James D.
Christopher came second. The 'best
draft horse was declared to be tnat
of Mrs. C. A. Lewis, with E. F. Downs
second. One of the most Interesting
features of the day was the ladies driv
ing contest at 9:00 a. m. The hose
race today between Roswell and Carl3
bad resulted In a victory for Roswell.
The "Star Spangled Banner" was
raised at 9:30 and preceded the first
address of the day by Judge A. S. in-J.
Eyler, of El Paso Texas, who was
troduced by Captain Bujac, in a sparkling little speechlet.
His address was 'brief, but in the
short time that he consumed there
Interesting
were many sharp and
points. He believed that this celebraepoch
in
new
the histion marked a
tory of irrigation and of agriculture,
inasmuch as it commemorated the delivery of the first water from a gov
ernment dam which fortunately would
eventually pass into the hands of the
landowners themselves. El Paso had
taken a great interest in the celebration, and in a few years from now will
ask New Mexico and the Pecos Valley to attend the great celebration at
the Pass City to mark the completion
of the Rio Grande or Eagle project-He was confident that when that time
came, Carlsbad would toe able to make
the trip on .the new air line of railroad.
Resolutions were introduced thank-InPresident Roosevelt and the Re
clamation service for its work for the
Pecos Valley and Southwest. The resolutions, which were drawn by C
H. McLenathen, were introduced by
A. N, Pratt and were adopted unanimously, with instructions for their im

was not born for, about eight months
after Jenkin's deoh and this circumstance will make ihe trial of the case
highly interesting .yom a legal stand

3

tion in which

BIG FLEET

TO PACIFIC

it is hoped HarryOr- -

chard may be entangled. Written evi
dence was introduced to show a conspiracy existed between the Mine own
ers association. Citizens Alliance, Gqjr
ernor and Militia of Colorado and Pin
VVITNESS TELLS
OF KNOWING kerton Detective Agency, all seeking UNCLE SAM WILL SEND SIXTEEN
ORCHARD WHILE IN ALASKA
BATTLESHIPS TO THE PACIto destroy the Western Federation of
AND OF ORCHARD'S WIFE.
FIC COAST SOON.
Miners.
WILL ENFORCE THE
DRIVING LAW

DID

NOT MAKE BOMBS

Marshal Rascoe desires the
'Record to state that the ordinances regarding the hitching
and driving of horses and rigs
within the city limits will thoroughly 'be enforced. The ordinance prohibits driving or rid
ing faster than eight miles an
hour, and persons caught exceeding this speed will be arrested at once. .
In the matter of hitching,
the horses must be tied so that
they cannot get away should
they be frightened. Ropes or
halters must be used, and it
will not suffice to simply use
the bridal, as a makeshift. Autos will be compelled to come
down to the legal limit by an
ordinance now under consideration and which will undoubtedly niss. If weights are used
to hitch horses to. they must
ibe heavy enough to be sufficient.
The City authorities are in
earnest in this matter and will
make examples of all persons
caught disobeying the city ordinances.

Barns Denies Helping Orchard Make
Dynamite Bombs. Young Lawyer
Tells of His White Capping Experiences. The Defense of Haywood
Nearing an End.

Boise, Id., July 5: When the Haywood trial was resumed at 10:00 a.
m. today the defense offered as first
witness Marion W. Moore, of McCabe
Arizona, a memiber of the executive

board of Western Federation of Miners. As Moore took the stand Attorney Clarence Darrow announced that
another member of the executive
board, Frank Schmelzer, was killed in
Denver night before last while boarding the train to come to Boise as a
witness.
Owing to this unfortunate circumstance Darrow said the defense might
be compelled to ask for a days delay
a little later on, as it would be necessary to secure from various other
sources testimony expected from Schmelzer. Moore was asked as to the
circumstances .under which he agreed
to take a letter to Alaska for Harry
Orchard and mail it from Nome to
the second Mrs. Orchard in Colorado.
Moore said he first met Orchard in
Denver, May, 1904, "I was sitting on
a bench in the court house square
when he came up and introduced himself saying he had seen me in Couer
D' Alines," said Moore, "I saw him sev
eral times after this, once on 17th
street, 1905, I told him at that time,
that I was going to Alaska to Organize a union at Nome. Later in the ev
ening OrchanJ. came to my room and
asked if I would mail a letter from
Nome for him. It was addressed to
Mrs. Harry Orchard. He told me that
he wanted to get rid of "That Woman." He said he might come up to
Alaska himself later. I arrived at
Nome Aug 12. 1905 and two days mailed

RACES
WON BY ROSWELL.
the
In
Firemen's race yesterday at
Carlsbad, the Roswell boys easily won
The boys ran two hundred yards, laid
their hose and connected up in exact
ly thirty-tw- o
seconds. Hill and Foster
made the no.zle connections in quick
order.
The relay race was also won bv the
Ernest
Roswell ibovs. the winner
yards ahead
Burns being seventy-fiv- e
of the second man. The Roswell boys
brought home with them $190 in
nrizes. winning every event in which
they competed. Chas. Whiteman and
Chas. Foster were slightly injured in
the first day's race.
THE FIREMEN'S

Take a trip to the Zoo at tae
tonight.
BILL SQUIRES PROVES

EASY FOR TOMMY BURNS.
San Francisco, July 5. Many sports
and followers of the fistic game whom
it cost from $5 to 20 in addition to
their railroad tare to see Tommy
Burns solve Bill Squires, in the first
round at Colma yesterday, left today
for their homes. There were general
expression of disappointment and dis
gust among those who had come timid
reds of miles to see what they believed would ibe a finishvWfiar,fiMed-l- F
ed would be a finish fight. The morning papers declare that the "Publio
They declare the
was sold again.
fight "Fiasco' and greatly overrated
antipodes
is cartoonChampion from
ed as "Lemon." Gross receipts of the
fight were 25,251. Of which Burns'
share was $8,000, and Squires' share
was $4,960; Tom Corbett who handled the pool room at Colma estimated
that about $72,000 changed hands on
the fight.

the letter."

On cross examination Moore said
he did not inquire whether the woman
to whom the letter was address was
Orchards wife or not. Orchard referred to her as "That Woman."
Following Moore came Mrs. Mike Fallon of Butte Mont.. The witness was
formerly the wife of Harry Waters,
generally known as "Kid Waters" the
"Gun Man" who was employed as detective by the Mine Owners' association in Colorado. She testified that
she had seen Waters in Company with
D. C. Scott, Lyte Gregory and Harry Orchard.
Owen Barns was next witness.
Barns was implicated by Orchard in
the manufacture of certain bombs.
Barns lost both feet while mining. In
1904 Barns lived in a cabin near Independence depot and Orchard
only
came there once, he said. He denk
ever having conversation with Orchard as to the manufacture of dynamite bombs or having assisted in the
manufacture of bombs. He never com
mitted or planned to commit any act
of violence with Harry Orchard he
declared. Barns said that day of the
Independence Depot explosion, June 6
1904, he was attending a democratic
national convention at St. Louis.
Next came Jacob Wolf, former clerk
for George Pettibone and in whose
name letters containing money were
sent to Harry Orchard in San Francisco.
Wolff said many Colorado miners
when in Denver made
Pettibone's
store their headquarters. He often
allowed
and
purchases
them
made
for
to leave bundles, etc., in the store.
He met Orchard at the store once but
did not remember ever having seen
Steve Adams there. He saw Pettibone open and read a letter in 1904.
Later he went to the Post office and
registered a letter for Pettibone.
"What was put in the letter?" Uncharm."
ion card, and a Masonic
"That's last you saw of the letter?"
"Yes sir.'" There was no cross examination.
The defense claims that Orchard
asked Pettibone to keep his union
card. Masonic charm, and some money
for him when he started west in 1904,
following the deportation from Crip-ep- l
Creek.
Archie Lester Harper, a young man
just admitted to the Bar in Denver,
told of being arrested at Victor Colo-dathe day following the Independence depot explosion. "What for?"
asked Darrow. "I was told I talked too
much' in a college debate at the State
University at Boulder. The Question
being debated was "Resolved that call
ing the Militia in Cripple Creek was
uncalled for and Unwarranted," I was
on the affirmative.
Harper said he was taken Into cus
tody by two "White Cappers." Major
Naylor of the Militia, whom the witness knew happened along and order
ed his release, but refused to have
th white masked men arrested as Har
.per demanded. The witness was told
that ills father, John Harper, who had
been Manager of the Union Store at
Victor, had been deported from Canon
City. Young Harper and a companion
walked 35 miles to Canon City, and
found th Rider Warner there, his head
cut and bleeding.
y

Ma-iest- ic

IS DEWEY'S PLAN

It is Proposed to Send the Big Fleet
by the Way of the Straits of Magel-

lan. The Japanese Say Such a Fleet
Would Prove Easy Prey to Torpedo
Boats.

Washington, D. C, July 5. The details of a vast movement of the Atlantic fleet to the Pacific waters have
been theoretically worked out weeks
in advance by the Naval Board. But
these details are necessarily subject
to constant change resulting from the
withdrawal of battleships from active
commission on account of having been
declared antiquated or in repairs and
the substitution of other ships ust
going into commission, and fresh from
the builders hands. There is In the

Navy Department today scarcely any
one authorized to give any information as to the contemplated fleet move
ment.
The opinion of an officer on duty today is that the Route most feasible
for the big ships is by the way of the
Straits of Magellan. The route across
the Atlantic and through the Mediterranean and Suez Canal is open to the
objection that it would 'bring the ship3
almost into Japanese waters and the
movement might consequently be regarded as a menace which secretary
Metcalf has stated has never been con
templated. The Suez route too. Is Ion
ger by a thousand miles than the Ma
gellan route.
How the Japs View it.
Tokio, July 5. The report
from
Washington attributing the proposed
sending of sixteen battleships to the
TJ.ci-fi.. prieoaM to- AxlmWkl -.
vate plan, Is generally believed here
by those whose knowledge and experience entitles their opinion to atThe United States is not
tention.
known to possess navy bases in the
Pacific adequate for such purposes
and the impression prevails that sending a large squadron where sufficient
rendezvous does not exist would simply mean the vessels would be an easy prey to torpedo boats and destroyers.
Should sixteen battleships be so em
ployed as to disprove this a record
breaking naval feat will have been
accomplished.
COWAN

WILL SPEAK

SOON IN ROSWELL.
The eminent attorney. Samuel H.
Cowan wil speak in Roswell at the
annual meeting of the New Mexico
Bar Association, to be held here August 19th and 20th. His subject will
Regulation of the
be "Governmental
Inasmuch as Mr. Cowan
Railroads."
was the attorney for the people of
the Pecos Calley in the recent suit
against the Santa Fe for better freight
London. July 5. In the Ensland ten rates, he will be a great drawing card
nis championship for the Ladies Sing- at these meetings.
les at Wimbledon this afternoon May
Mrs.
defeated
Sutton of California
The Mexican baseball team yesterChambers in the championship round. day defeated the Railroad team by the
Miss Sutton thus won back the title score of ten to two. During the game
of British Champion of which she was Hen-- y Swartz, who was playing with
ieprived last year by Mrs. Chambers, the Railroad team had one shoulder
then Miss Douglas. The American dislocated by being run into on one
Score 1 and
won easily by
of the bases.
Miss Sutton received a remarkable
o
ovation fro mthe crowds in the stands
program
a good one at the
New
and
Conquer
The band struck up "See the
ing Hero Comes." When the Commit- Majestic tonight.
tee presented the American Girl with
Connecticut Brigade Shoot.
a huge .bouquet of flowers. Miss SutMem
New Haven, Conn., July 5.
ton however, was overcome by the
bers
the Connecticut Militia are to
of
wormth with which her victory was
pis
greeted and was only able to say: "I day holding their annual rifle andrange
the stare
have won twice and I am going to the tol competition on
near this city. Today's program inthird time."
cludes the state match for teams of
The haunted hotel at the Majestic eight men, and the marksmen's match
for the General Frost medal. The pisonight.
tol match will extend through tomorrow and the Colo gold and silver med
Bryan a Chautauqua Hero.
Chautauqua, N. , July 5. A great als will be awarded the winners.
fathering of the Democratic clans of
A change of program. Majestic to
New York state will be held here to- night.
morrow under The auspices of the
Progressive Democratic league, Valencia Oranges are as
with W. J. Bryan as the principal as sugar, We have them fresh
speaker of the day. Numerous excurCompany.
sions have been arranged and admir- at Joyce-Pru- it
ers of the Nebraskan are expected to
Tammany
come by the thousands.
For Sale at a Bargain.
hall will be represented by a commit
Complete camping outfits, consist
tee of several of its most prominent
members.
ing of wagons, hacks, horses, cots.
chairs, and all cooking utensils such
Cheapest money to loan on as are needed for camping. Every
city and countrv property.
thing in the best of condition. See
lOOtf Carson at the Pecos' Valley Feed and
Woodruff & De Freest.
Wagon Yard. S. Main.
02t6
BUREAU.
U. S. WEATHER
A car
of
fresh Valencia
(Local Report.)
Joyce-Pru- it
Co.
Oranges
at
Roswell, N. M.. July .". Temperature, max. 91, min. 61, mean 76. preciLook Out For Our Wagon.
pitation hi inches and hundredths 0.
Our tank wagon is marked IndeWeather, pendent and Is on the streets of RosWind, dir. SE. veloc. 5;
clear.
well from 7 a. m.. until 6 p. m.. each
Forecast for Roswell and Vicinity: and every day during working days.
warmer
tonight
and
Saturday
If you want to hit the Standard Oil
Fair
tonight.
Trust a solar plexus blow, stop our
wagon and try our goods. We must
Forecast for New Mexico:
Fair tonight and Saturday except have your support, both moral and
local thunder showers In northeast real to live. If the consumers will act
'portion Saturday; warmer in south as they talk we will do the rest.
eastern portion tonight.
THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO.
M. WRIGHT.
Independent Refineries.
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passage of an act tdvinst ns & direct
appropriation, I trust that this may
not tie necessary during the next five
or six, years, for If we demonstrate
by our- good work and by actual re
sults that homes are being provided
for our people and that the whole reclamation fabric is indeed of good
cloth, we will be listened to by the
of the Union and our requests and arguments will be heeded.
The one grand object which is desira
ble of attainment is the reclamation
of the largest area possible and the
settling upon the reclaimed area the
largest possible number of human beings. But there are other reasons as
well reasons why we should stand
together in lane of battle and make
this a glorious fight to a finish. I may
be subject to the criticism of holdin
socialistic idcTs,? but what if I am?
As a distinguished writer has said
upon this subject:
"I believe it is everlastingly true
tnat we are fighting for the preservation of the American Ideal aye and
for its extension to meet demands imposed upon us by new conditions and
fresh events. What is this policy of
national irrigation in its deep, generic sense? I say to you that this assertion of national power in the creation
and management of public utilities
this expenditure" of national capital
for the direct and lasting benefit of
the masses is the most momentous
step in our social history since the
abolition of negro slavery.
We are
applying new principles to the problems of our new country. Carried to
their logical conclusion, they mean a
new birth of institutions, based
on
the recognition of the nation's right
and the nation's duty to do for its peo
pie whatever shall .be necessary to
their greatest happiness and their
truest welfare. In the hour of peril,
it will be the derided desert which
shall save the republic by keeping it
true to its primitive ideals set to the
music of a new time."
"It is an endless battle to be free.
As the old dangers lessen from the
skies
New dangers arise;
Down the long centuries eternally.
Again, again, will rise Thermopylae
Again, again, a new Leonidas
Must hold for God the imperilled pass.
As the long ages run
New Lexington will rise on Lexington
And many a valorous Warren fall
Upon the Imperilled wall.
Man is the constript of an endless
quest.
A
adventure without rest
A holy war, a battle yet unwon
When he shall climb beyond the iburnt
out sun.
Each hard earned freedom withers to
.
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THE CONQUEST OF THE DESERT.
(Address by R. E. Twitchell, Carlsbad
Irrigation Celebration, July 4, 1907)
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,
Fellow New Mexicans:
It is indeed a distinguished honor
to occupy the position assigned to me
today. To speak in .behalf of a people, some of whose ancestors were irrigating the valleys of the Sunshine
Territory many years before the
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock,
is a distinction which comes to few.
To lift my voice in praise of a national policy which means so much to
the American people upon an occasion
commemorative of its inauguration is
worthy of the best of which I am capable. To gaze upon a sea of faces
carrying the outward visible sign of
an inward invisible faith in this policy of our government is a sight not
given often to the public speaker.
In passing, I will say that to look
upon me casually, few of you would
pick me out as an honest tiller of the
soil. I want to make no false impression in the beginning, so I hasten to
tell you that I am or rather that I
was a farmer. In other words, I am a
"has been" farmer. I have retired
I was an irrigation farmer, but that
was in the hey-da- y
of youth, when the
world looked bright; when everythin
was coming in and nothing going out.
I became an adept In all sorts or irri
gation principally rye and com rso
much so that I took the cure I became a "Cambellite,"
In other words
1 ibecame a "dry farmer" my years
of "thirst" have not changed me. That
was long before I ascertained that it
consumed all that lawyer Twitchell
could earn to keep farmer Twitchell
from being all in. down and out. It
was in those days, my friends that I
like
Ibeean to accumulate wisdom:
wise knowledge of the art and science
It was about
of irrigation combined.
that time that ' I became filled

complete line of
the very best.

rivers in high places and fountains
in the midst of the valleys. I will
make the wilderness a pool of water
and the dry lands springs of water.
I will plant in the wilderness the cedar and the myrtle and the oil tree.
I will set in the desert the fir tree and
the pine and the box tree together.
The wilderness and
the solitary
places shall be glad for them and the
desert shall rejoice and iblossom as
a rose."
These ceremonies today are commemorative of an event of vital concern not only to the people of New
Mexico but also to the entire American nation. We are celebrating the
system constructed, fostered and cam
pleted under the provisions of the
Reclamation
Act. We are witnessing the fruition of the hopes and the
fulfilment of the prophecies of the
irrigation pioneers whose faith has
been as countless as the sands of
this valleyy as firm as our
source
mountain ranges, the
of that
whose
element
Midas touch will turn these desert

Stationery
Two doors North of

&

Company.
Joyce-Pru- lt

Co.

the land, through the construction of
the great works of reclamation of
100.000.000 acres of arid puiblic land
will relieve the congestion of population in our great cities and exert a
profound influence to check the trend
of population to the cities and turn
it back to the land, and thus safeguard
against one of the greatest dangers
that now confronts us in the maintenance of the permanence and stability of our social and political

'
thickets ,
choral with songs of birds;
Where over the ancient furrows
Silver streamlets are
Where slopes, once arid, lie teeming
With wealth of vine and corn;
The land of sunny spaces.
The land of leafy glades;
Of the faith that sees in the desert
The promise of verdant .blades.
Where fruits, purple, crimson and
golden.
Roll forth from Plentys' Horn,
Where souls of noble fealty,
Of diviner mood are born:
Where on glimmering heights of future.
Gleam fair regenerate years,
Read in crystal chrism of water.
The transparent globe of seers."
""Are

n;

Proposals for Bridge.
The Board of County Commissioners of Chaves county, N. , will on
the 8th day of July, 1907, consider
sealed proposals for the construction
M--

of a public highway bridge, of metal
and concrete, 260 feet long, roadway
16 feet wide, over the Pecos River
at the selected site near Hagerman,
Chaves county, N. M.
Each bidder to furnish plans and
specifications at his own expense,
and a certified check In the sum of
one thousand dollars must accompa
ny each bid to show good faith,
checks to be returned to all except
the successful bidder, and to him on
entering satisfactory contract and
filing approved bond in the sum of
sixty per cent of contract price. Contractor to furnisn all material, labor,
etc., construct and complete
bridge
at his own expense. Bridge to be com
pleted in December, 1907, at which
time one-hal- f
of contract price will be
paid and the other one half to be
paid in June, 1908.
All bids must be filed with the Probate Clerk at Roswell, N. M., not later than 10 a. m., July 8th, 1907.
Blue print profile of soundings and
elevations may be had on application
The Board reserves the right to
reject any and all bids.
By Order of the Board,
W. M. ATKINSON,
Chairman.
Roswell, N. M., May 15, 1907

A TRIP TO THE ZOO
you the Zoological Gardens of London, Eng.,
and the Prince of Wales' collection of wild animals.

Showino;
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Shingles, Doors, Sash, Oak, Cypress.
lar, Hickory, Litne, Cement, Plast r.
Rooting, Tarred Felt, Tar, 1'iti li.
Posts, Lead, Oil, Paints, Varnishes,
Wall Paper and (ilass.

Us

These are the words of an enlighten
.lap-a-laed statesman, young in years but cog
snow-clanizant of western conditions. In these
days of popular unrest-physicand
mental, with schools in every state
devoted to the education
Territory
and
sands to gold.
1
training for agricultural pursuits
VALLEY LUMBER
The pioneers in the consideration and
with the great advancement that has
and discussion of the policies of the been
farming machinery, with
made
national government, as pronounced hieh nriced inlands in the eastern and
Phone 1T..
leading middle states, it is but natural that
in the Reclamation
Act,
government airrigation experts, farm the enterprise of our people should
ers, fruit growers,
engineers busi have brought about a great "trek" to
ness men, officials,
and
arid lands of New Mexico and the
the chosen executive of a sovereign the
Rocky Mountain region, and, with the
people are today in happy
mood government's aid, which we see here
on
Roswell
knowing that under the provision
before us in this ivalley, force them to
of one of the most important acts yield with an abundance which few
e
of the American Congress, the peo can estimate and whose future value
ple's money has been here expended no one can safely approximate.
All
not only for the benefit of those this is the result of an evolution that
in this valley is still
earlier
work, but chief among the
Jewish Historians Adjourn.
whose individual efforts proved in agencies at contributing to these condi
sufficient and unavailing,
a bond;
but
for tions is the learning that has come
Rest reached by direct connections with the A. T. & S. 1".
those later settlers and for genera from our agricultural colleges and ex Freedom forever is 'beyond Beyond." Newport, R. I., July 5. After a final
morning,
session
at
this
which
Be sure your ticket reads
wno perimental stations, all largely sup
tions yet unborn; that those
And now, men
women, of New
were read hy Jewish scholars
depressed ported and fostered by the general Mexico, let me and
once sowed with hearts
say in conclusion. papers
with fears who reaped with tears government. All this, in my judgment This great system of irrigation has of international reputation, the fif
teenth annual session of the Amerihereafter witness, with hopefu is due to American spirit, enterprise been made possible through the ef- can
with an overburdening desire to im may
Jewish Historical society formal
arid and genius. We see it exemplified all forts of men who were not impelled
ppart my knowledge of things agri spirit, the .piercing of thesepromise,
adjourned.
In .point of attend
wastes with tiny blades of
All the way. Full information regarding rates, ed-.along the lines of railway which have by selfish motives. In the earliest ly
cultural and horticultural to my iei- surely
ance
and interest, the convention has
to be gladdened by a harves latelv ibeen built in this Territory days of the discussion of governmenlow man. If my memory serves me of plenty
been
cheerfully furnished.
most
successful
the
in
his
the
at the promised period.
Those who fifty or even twenty-fiv- e
tal aid for reclamation purposes, New
correctly, it was about that time
In the completion of this irrigation years ago came to New Mexico were Mexico's representatives and cham- tory of the organization.
the system
with
when I was Impressed
o
see the results, not only of not farmers. They were trail blazers pions were always present and potenIdea that I was a politician. How ripened we
ibut, objects attained and however angular their character tial influence.
Wisconsin Tuners Celebrate.
Governor Prince of
the world changes and man and hid through wisdom
Traffic Manager,
Amarillo, Texas
the enthusiastic efforts of and rough their habits may have been this territory, since the inception of
notions with it. I shortly ascertain- young men,
Bay,
in
Green
convictions
firm
5.
inner
Wis.,
July
Wiscon
evangelists
were
true
of Amerl the national plan has been among the
ed that I was neither farmer nor pol ent to the vigor and earnestness o t'nev
can civilization. They and many who foremost in argument and achieve- sin Germans are thronging Green
iticlan and had some trouble in conyouth.
have come since have declared that ment; all honor is due to him for his Bay by hundreds today, every train
vincing people that I was a lawyer. buoyant
The inauguration of this great sys crops could not be grown successful efforts in behalf of our people. When into the city bringing large delegapeculiar
Juries are proverbially
is the death knell of the pessi ly where today and for several years the first national irrigation congress tions to the state turnfest to be held
to be repre tem
that is if you happen
mist and croaking Jeremiah as to the past substantial crops have been annu was about to be held, the leading pa here during the next four days. Misentinsr a railway company. I think irrigation
policies of the national gov- ally in evidence.
These crops are per at Albuquerque
the writer of lwaukee Turners are here in large
possibly I might have ibeen success
ernment. The day of academic dis not the result of an accidental in which is here today in an editorial up numbers and all the other centers of
ful as the editor of a farmer's mag- cussion
has passed. The time for do crease in the rainfall. They are not on the subject addressed to the con German population are well repreany
experienced
azine. I never
sented. Officials and business men
things has come. We are today the result of spasmodic occurrences gress among other things said:
"The of
In avlsnc other people, how ing
the city have combined their efat a table at which will be wit The climate is not hanging and has reclamation of the arid public lands
is
to soend their own money. Lake the seated
nessed an exemplification of the old not hanged. They are the inspiration as legitimately a national enterprise forts in decorating the streets on an
"dry farmer" I have always trusted saying
unprecedented
scale, and are deterThe proof of the pudding is and fruition of cultivated American as the Louisiana purchase or the ac
to luck and the usual amount of in the chewing
string thereof. lenius which cannot be checked and quisition of Alaska and one fraught mined to make the present turnfest
THln
As I was saying, it was in Those differences the
biggest
opinion
the
ever
held in Wisconsin.
.honest
of
which needs only a problem for solu with quite as beneficial consequences
those davs that I commenced mak though they may have
and lo tion and a situs in which to display and results to the people of the Unit
ing addresses to horticulturists. One cal although' t.iey were .been
which once its far reaching and conquering power ed States." That editorial was writVolunteer Firemen "Fired."
so
of .these was published and was for
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quest of the Great American Desert
that
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&
the arid lands will enrich every por- melted snows of the winter and will but some vast aqueduct or reservoir; Alton, but now general freight agent
name
any
and
flash
shall
hereafter
if
country.
tion of our
Just as the settle bring hlessings which transcend all
the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
brightest through the mist of antiqui- for
ment of the Ohio and Mississippi val others that man can give to man.
Salt Lake road. Wann is expected to
ty,
a
probably
man
will
it
be
of
that
leys brought prosperity to the Atlan
many
things to
But there remain
testify as to the allegation that the
tic states. The increased demand for be done. In my judgment the crucial who in his day sought the happiness six cent rate given to the Standard
manufactured articles will stimulate period for the Reclamation Service of his fellow men and linked his me- Oil company by the Chicago & Alton
while wider and the Reclamation Policy is at hand mory to some such work of national for shipments from Chapelle to East
industrial production,
303 NORTH flAlN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
home markets and foreign trade will The money which the government has utility or ibenevolence."
consume the larger food supplies and expended has loaned to the people
These great reservoirs in this Val
effectually prevent western competi in the construction of these great ley, the Elephant Butte, the Salt River
tion with eastern agriculture. Indeed works must .be repaid to the govern- and the many others to be built under
There Is nothing on earth that
the products of irrigation will be con ment. We must all pull together and the Reclamation Act will be monu
will cool yon as quickly as a
In.U-- r
St. Louis had not been made known that a fine is a punishment.
delipure,
sparkling,
sumed cniefly in upbuilding local cen- we must give our support to every de- ments eternal to the men who first
glass of
to railroad freight agents generally, the law he can enter an o.der compelters of mining and other indnstries, partment of the government closely advocated the national policy, to the
cious SODA and prepared with
while a ten cent rate on oil was in ef- ling the defendant corporation to
which would otherwise not come into or collaterally identified with the Re- statesman who framed
the purest of fruit juices and
and enacted
choicest of cream, like ours, it
existence at all. Our people as a clamation service. We have placed the law and to those great engineers
fect
He wants to Interview
for other oil companies than the
whole will profit, for successful home-makin-g ourselves in the position of bondsmen and men who actually built them.
is a nectar to the sool. The ice
D.
Standard.
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and other oil mag
Main
Ncrth
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Street
cream that we serve cannot be
is but another name for the for the success of this movement and
when these stored up waters shall
excelled. It la cooling, refreshThe hearing tomorrow i3 for the nates to determine just what amount
upbuilding of the nation
we must allow nothing to interfere have been spread over these desert
ing, reviving, wholesome, palFirst class dinners 35cts purpose of discovering certain infor--: would be considered by them as a
In all the history of the world no with our ability "to deliver the goods" sands, what mind can grasp their beaatable aud delightful.
nation has ever entered upon an un when called upon under our covenants uty and their fruitfulness.
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mation relating to the profits and fi "punishment" that would detf-- r them
dertaking of more stupendous magni It may he possible that sometime- - in The Valley of the, Nile, the Valley
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nancial condition of the oil
tude, or one more potent with fcreater the furtherance of the reclamation po of the Po, the Vallsy of the Pecoe,
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which Judge Landis wants before he in the future.
assurance of benefits to the people of licy we may he called upon to ask the valley of the Rio Grande. O
a country. The opportunities for em- Congress for financial aid other than glorious Land.
imposes fines In the rebating cases
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which the Standard has been found
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chance that will be given to every ions of the Reclamation Act. In other
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line of furniture in Roswell. See us First class photographs,
enlarge- set abstract books in Pecos Valley. for
Refrigerators.
ments, and views.
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.
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CHAVKS COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
F. P. Gayle. manager. Reliable and;
R. L.
4i26
prompt.

I now here offer to introduce full
evidence ' for "the defense toefore any
fair person designated by you at our
own expense and pay tie expense of a

Fire Insurance.

Painters & Paper Hangers.
T. H. M ALONE : Office over m. L. COOPER.
Painter and namer
First National Bank, phone 262. Let banger. My painting is first class.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
us protect you against loss by fire.
215.
3t26
Architects.
KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
Represent
ing nothing but reliable and safe
O. C. Nelson.j fire insurance companies.
J. M. Nelson.
Insure Public Service Corporations.
with us. 303 N. Main St.
J. M. NELSON CO., Architects.
ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Roswell, N. M.
Oklahoma Blk.
The best light and power. Phone
Grocery Stores.
131 and 150.
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Butcher Shops.

WESTERN
CO. The
GROCERY
leading grocery store, nothing but
Piano Tuners.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats fn
e best.
staple and fancy groceries.
GOOD
good pianos,
TUNERS,
CASH GROCERY. Prunty & Gordon, are scarce. Try like
Bernard Pos, the
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
Proprietors. Strictly cash.
Our expert piano tuner for both. Oppo
ing but the best. Quality our! groceries are the best.
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Printing
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107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the
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PPRINTING:
ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
place to buy your meat.
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal mercial stationery, booklets, cata
logues. The Daily Record.
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place ana wooa, we buy hides, phone :'0
for good corn fed beef and all othCoal.
er meats, 123 N. Main St. 'Phone ROSWELL TRADING CO.
Racket Store.
Hay, and Grain. Always the best.
56.
East Second St., Phone 126.
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
Notions, China, graniteware and
cooking utensils.
Blacksmith Shops.

ANSWERS
From Albuquerque Journal.
Attorney R. H. Hanna, who has represented Arthur Trelford throughout
the penitentiary" farce,, and who has
fearlessly and persistently protested
against the gross injustice done him
and his client- - by Attorney General
Prichard in refusing to allow the defense .to present its case, today directed to the acting governor a letter
transmitting an affidavit iby Mr. Trelford in which is contained an answer
charge by charge, to each and every
charge made against the superintendent during the conduct of the investigation farce comedy.
The letter of. Attorney Hanna and
the affidavit of Mr. Trelford are in
plain English. They contain no profanity and no vituperation; but they
state facts and offer to prove them
d
to the satisfaction of any
man, offers which have been deliberately refused by Raynolds, who backs
up his attorney general throughout in
every act, even to the doctoring of the
record as made iby 4tenograpner
Shearon and referred to in Mr. Han- na's letter. The attorney's letter and
Mr. Trelford's sworn statement make
interesting reading when side by side
with the "findings" of Attorney Gen
eral Prichard and the orders toy Ray
nolds removing Trelford and appoint
ing 'Sheriff Uttrell, of Colfax county
to the penitentiary superintendency.
Attorney Hanna's letter and affidavit
of Mr. Trelford, which it transmits,
follows:
fair-minde-

ATTORNEY HANNA'S LETTER
TO THE ACTING GOVERNOR
Santa Fe, N. M., June 28, 1907.
Hon. J. W. Raynolds, Acting Governor
Santa Fe, N. M.
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North
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FOR SALE:
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05t3.
$150 trap and set of
FOR SALE:
harness for $75, if sold at once. Apply 608 N. Pecos ave. Mrs. J. H.

Transfers.
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Dye Works.
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CO.,
CAPITAL
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K. C. DYE WORKS: Recently estab Denver Col.. A Western Co., for the 224. Residence phone 426.
lished here. Cleaning and pressing Western people. The largest divi ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
J. H. AngeU, 'phone 517.
dend payer in the business. See usl Safe and Piano Moving a specially.
before you buy, no trouble to showj Phone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.,
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BERNARD
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ambulance, prompt service.
Contractor, 303 N. Main,
E. H. WIIJJAMS & CO. The only vate
141. Agent General Electric Co. All exclusive Men's Furnishers in the! ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
UnderPecos Valley.
takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
kinds of electric work.
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Estes.

ROBERT

One

FOR SALE:
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power

Fairbanks and Morse gasoline engine with full equipment, in good
condition. Apply at Record office.
FOR RENT.
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FOR RENT:
rooms, with barn and electric lights.
6tf
Call mornings, 204 W. 8th st.
Rooms for light house
FOR RENT:
keeping, if desired. 816 N. Main.
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in cases of extreme insubordination, and was found in the small boiler
in which cases two hour's additional room near the kitchen by Mr. Sample
punishment is added, it amounts to the assistant superintendent, and
no more than requiring the prisoner when questioned as to his condition,
stenographer, and present to the ter- to remain standing in his cell wit a became very abusive and insulting,
ritory a full and complete copy of the his hand handcuffed to the door or whereupon Mr. Sample ordered him in
ob the wall of his cell about on a level to the
evidence with
and while taking hint
jections and any other matter that with his shoulders, that the prisoner and placing 'nim In the dark cell, he
toy
may toe brought out
either side. I is given his blankets every night and began to yell, and said he didn't care
further state in view of the
that proper vigilance is used as to his for any s of a to , at the same time
denial of Attorney General physical condition; the cell in which he assumed a belligerent attitude to- Prihard that my reason for refusing this punishment takes place is what words Mr. Sample, who struck him
to permit the making of a record of is known as a dark cell and is venti- with his open hand alongside the head
the defense by Shearon was based lated by nine small perforated holes and Brown fell against a table, upsetupon positive and
unquestionable in the door.
ting a table and bench and falling to
proof that the record up to that time,
purpose of demonstrat- the floor. . Mr. Sample grabbed him
That
for
the
not
contain ing
as made by Shearon, did
falseness of the evidence of- by the shirt, picked him up and run
many matters of importance that feredthe
toy Mr. Breen. I desire to state him into the cell. These facts were
should be therein contained; further, that the records of the weather bu- reported to me by Mr. Sample, and
that the stenographer's report of the reau in Santa Fe show that on Jan- Mr. Sample was perfectly justified in
first day's proceedings now in my pos- - uary 3, 1907, between the hours of 2 handling the prisoner as mentioned
session, did fully demonstrate the and 4 p m the temperature ranged m view of the circumstances.
And I
charge made in that respect.
between 24 and 25 decrees above zero desire to state in this connection that
Again requesting fair play in behalf that the prisoner was not in the bath under my management none of tne
of Mr. Trelford, I remain, respectful- - house window, but was in the tunnel officers or employes of the institution
ly yours.
which runs from the boiler house to have been permitted to carry suns,
R. H. HANNA.
the kitchen; that at the time of the policemen's clubs or ibillies or other
matter in question, Breen's duty was instruments during working hours or
Mr. Trelford's Sworn Statement.
day tour of duty, except the wall
Territory of New Mexico, County of in charge of the tailor shop, and he the
was not in a position to have personal and gate guard, or guards in charge
Santa Fe.
of convicts outside the penitentiary,
Arthur Trelford. ibeinsr first dulv knowledge as to the offense and con- - and
that if Mr. Sample had a billy or
sworn, deposes and says, that he is duct of the prisoner,
In rder to show that this convict a club. Judging from my knowledge of
superintendent of the New Mexico
other institutions and the practice in
penitentiarv; that the following state - Mears, above referred to, belongs to other
institutions, he would have been
ment contain the true defense of the a class generally known as habitual justifiable
in using the same upon this
.in th
sn - criminals. I might state that the r re
charwa anil thins-- ailea-erconvict, but we have at all times encalled official record of the "Trelford ord of the penitentiary shows that he deavored
to
the convicts In the
investigation." and that with regard servea a term or one year under tne New Mexicohandle
penitentiary with the
to the testimony of witness Breen he name of William Myers. No. 1887: was
amount
least
possible under
of
force
sentenced
from Mora county for one
has the following to say:
year,
28, 1905, and was. released the circumstances.
That the record of the New Mexico March April
28. 1906; he was committed to
That with regard to the next charge
penitentiary shows with reference to the penitentiary
the second term of cruelty dealt with in the evidence
the punishment of convict Mears, No. under the name for
of William Mears, of Dr. David Knapp,
The alr
2023, that he was reported toy
No. 2023, on a sentence from Luna leged handcuffing and tying up of
Delany for shirking and leav- county,
to
June 1, 190fi, Bailey Brown after he had been ordering his work without permission and
receiving stolen goods. Upon his ed down by the doctor, I have to say
hiding in the tunnel, being absent from for
second
commitment to the penitenti- that Dr. Knapp never at any time nohis work for one hour toefore found; ary I was
informed by Mr. Garrett, tified me orally or in writing about
was placed in punishment on January then assistant
superintendent and Mr. Brown's condition, nar did he at any
3, 1907, about 3 p. m. and was released
Adams, then yardmaster, that this
time leave an order in my office to
January 18, 1907, 2:30 p. m. almost ex soner
his former term and my knowledge, ordering the convict
actly fifteen days; that during the fif- been aduring
very troublesome one; the taken down, but I would state upon
teen days the punishment referred to records show that
October 23, 1905 information and belief that the con
consisted of the handcuffing of the he was placed in on
punishment for re- vict was taken down on the second
prisoner between the hours of 7 a. m. fusing to work by Mr.
Adams the yard day after he was placed in punishtill noon and from 1 p. m. till 8 p. m. master, and October 30,
Keeper
1905, he was ment by Assistant
while in this position the prisoner's placed in close confinement
order Breen, who received the order from
wrists were four feet eight inches of Mr. Garrett, the assistant bysuperinDr. Knapp, and this was done immefrom the cell floor the handcuffs bein? tendent. I had cause to speak to this diately
after Dr. Knapp's irst visit
passed through a ring secured to the prisoner on several occasions
after to this convict.
wall by a chain and staple; that ow- this second commitment, and previous
With regard to the next charge of
ing to the prisoner's former bad con- to
being placed in punishment, cruelty, that alleged towards Clarence
duct and incorrigibility it was neces- and his
erto
advise
him,
to
as
tried
the
Hamilton .by
Jap Clark.
sary to keep him in punishment dur- ror of
ways, but such advice was I have only tothesaywitness,
that the affidavit
ing the time in question, but that he always his
very
a
in
manner.
taken
sullen
of Hamilton is a full and complete anmight have been released at any time
As to the second charge of cruelty swer to the charge.
after the second day had he been alleged
toby
to
Breen
have
occurred
With regard to the next charge of
willing to promise future good 'behavconvict Armijo Gomez. I desire cruelty,
ior, which he continually refused to ward
toward Convict Claude Doane
to
I
Gopersonally
state
knew
that
do; that during this time there were mez very well and on account of his as alleged by Tap Clark, I have to say
no reports made either by the doctor age
that Convict Doane is serving
his
and condition I had frequently In- third
or fourth term in the penitentithe assistant superintendent, or the terested
myself in him, and had had ary, and
is
one
the
worst
of
convicts
frequent conversations with him about now confined in
the penitentiary; he
the yard and elsewhere, that had the lias frequently made
necessary
to
it
act of cruelty testified to toy Breen punish him, and owing to
his continutaken place, I am quite positive that ous
bad conduct it became neoessary
Convict Gomez would have complain to severely
punish him, and that his
Sim OAnQ
tiea Tr 4r artcnrD that "ack was not "almost broken be- at any
lf
be, founS.. V
Convict Gomes would bear' out these amined,
good condition
as that
statements were he available, but he of any otherasprisoner,
in
and
this conis not. now in the penitentiary and his nection I desire to state
that Jap
whereabouts are unknown to me. I Clark did have, while confined
the
further believe that Mr. Knight will penitentiary during my term of inoffice
corroborate this in this respect, but a roving commission,
such as would
Mr. Knight is now at Fort Bayard.
been necessary
enabled
With regard to the third charge of have
to
him
have
truthfully
to all
cruelty toward an old man whose the matters of hearsay testified
to by
testified
name was not given by Breen. but him in his evidence. As to
quesHOUSE FOR RENT
the
who is said to have been kicked, I tion of feeding
prisoners.
am
have to say that no such matter was perfectly willing the
to rely upon the adever reported by any one to me, and mission of Jap Clark
in that respect
the fact that Breen knew so little de- as made under
finitely about the occurrence though
Further that to show the false testihe claimed to .be present, is proof mony
of Jap Clark, I desire to say
conclusive tq my mind that the affair that
Jap Clark served a term of one
never took place.
SEE
year in the penitentiary for larceny
With regard to the fourth charge of
February, 1905, to January. 190(5.
cruelty toward Bailey Brown, I de- from upon
his commitment to the pensire to say that some time previous That
in 1905, the records show
to the fight detailed
by witness, itentiary
that he weighed 177 pounds. FebruBrown worked in the capacity as clerk ary,
1906, Clark was committed to the
makes to Acting Governor Raynolds penitentiary
by orfor
in the chief clerk's office, and in this
Judge Mann, at which time
der
of
capacity had access to the store room the
weighed
197
states
witness
he
It.
where he obtained some lemon exstating that he only weighed
tract, which, with some alcohol that further
167
pounds
when
the
released
from
he obtained toy draining a stone jug 'penitentiary
the second time in Febin the dispensary which adjoins the
In Patterson's Harness Store. chief clerk's office, he drank and be- ruary, 1907. If this statement is true
came intoxicated: after becoming in true he gained twenty pounds during
cell-hous- e,
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FLO WERS At

Alameda Greenhouses

12

per

Carlton & Bell.

LUND

LAWYER

Qradnatea of the Amerteaa School of
Ostsop&tby, Ktokaville Miaooni.
Cab swered at al
2IIW.4thSL

Telaa

acres of splendid land within one block of Main Street for
$800. An investment here will
5

J

cent

interest.

I have one of the Sam
FOR RENT:
Atkinson houses on Missouri avenue for rent at $30 per month. This
house is modern in every respect.
Apply to L K. McGaffey, 108 N.
87tf
Main.

-

-

safe-keepin-

TO LOAN.
i,

MONEY TO
BELL.

LOAN
I

CARLTON

oetr

;

R.

H.

g

McCune

toxicated he went into the prison yard

cell house keeper as to the prisoner's
physical condition, but which this affiant personnally knows was not the
weak condition represented by V lt-ness Breen, as existing at the time of
the release of the prisoner; owing to
the absence of the assistant superintendent. I visited the prisoner in punishment on the fifteenth day for the
purpose of seeing his condition, and
to ask of him whether he desired to
be released upon the condition that
he would obey the rules of the institution, whereupon the prisoner flew
into a rage, saying that he had done
nothing to be punished for and that
we could kill him before he would
make any promises. When told to
stop that kind of talk the prisoner
kicked me in the thigh at the same
time called me a "damned dirty s
of a b " At this I slapped the prisoner in the mouth with the back of my
hand, stating that I had a good mind
to take him down and give him what
he needed, as I was provoked on having such language used toward me.
The prisoner evidently realized that
he had made a mistake by the way he
talked to me afterwards, and for this
reason I had him released from punishment, but placed in close confinement. During the time of my conversation with prisoner Mears, Mr. Breen
who had accompanied me to the punishment cell, and after opening the
door paced back and forth in the corridor, apparently paying no attention
to the conversation, and during a part
of the conversation, I think that Mr.
Breen went down to the other end of
e
the
for the purpose of attending to other duties; that this
punishment is considered as the most
humane and with the exception that

Continued on Page Four. I

Hunt With a
There are no Game Laws for
those who hunt with a KODAK.
If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't
a KODAK. We have them

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Go

See Our

Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
Poplar, Basswood, Cedar, Lime,;
Cement, Plaster, (ilass, Plate,!
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Before You Buy.

KEMP

We have for sale,

power

LUMBER

at a bargain, fa four horse

Fairbanks-Mors- e

GASOLINE ENGINE
Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record office,

i

Mouldingrs, Sash, Doors,

WANTED.

Second hand surry.
WANTED:
Name price and where it can be
Poles Want Equality.
03t6.
seen. P. O. Box 4.
Detroit, Mich- -, July - 5. A demand
that the Polish people be placed on a WANTED:
cars
100
alfalfa
to
One
social level with the various national
hay. Quote us prices. Early Grain
religious orders of the Catholic church
100t26
Co., Amarillo, Tex.
a level that they assert has been denied, them in the past toy the ecclesLOST.
iastical heads of the church in the U.
S., was formulated at today's session
A large, all
LOST OR STOLEN:
of the international Polish Falcon con
cow. Not
dehorned
milk
black,
vention. Thousands of Poles from all ' branded; very gentbr. Liberal reCanaparts of the United States and
06t3
ward. S. L RedfieM.
da and many from Europe are taking
part in the sessions and are being en-

tertained on an elaborate scale by the
70,600 Polish citizens of Detroit. The
aims and objects of the Falcons are
similar to those of the Turners among
If yon nave a trade proposition - of the Germans to develop a healthy
BelLaay XtoA see us. Carlton
mind in a healthy body.

.
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cell-hous-

5 FOR 800
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unforVlnate Irasbatod.
SeveVe shirt waists of dimity and
linen fit tennis, golf or any kind of
outdoor Vport are attractive from the
fineness
the quality of the material
used in ttifeir construction as well as
from their Vood cut and fit.
There is new rule that is coming
in force am&ig the well dressed women in the nmtter .of wearing the sep-

A

M

m J PS PBS1

Mil

MO

BoelLner,

cheaper.

Jeweler,

the

it

baa
17tf

Eyes tested tree at L.
Jeweler and Optician.

B. Boellner,

Beautiful house for sale,
Ky., six room's; strictly

88tf
1202 N.

modern,

shade trees, shrubbery and nice lawn.
Easy terms, 200 S. Lea ave. Phone
95tf

534.

It's

nice and cool in the Majestic.

outfit-Slee-

This includes the passengers on
the special and regular trains.

liams, who is here for her health.

Jas. Sweeney, the mayor of El Paso
accompanied by Dr. J. B. Brady and
Sunday
The Christian Chjjmi
w. Huffman of El Paso came in School gave
a nggiesterday at the
filimnMr t'Th about 350 people atdown to Carlsbad last night.
tending. TheHay was spent playing
games generally having a good time.
Miss Lois Courtney, who is employ A fine dinner was served at twelve
ed in the First National Bank, left o'clock, and everybody declared they
this morning for Washington, Indiana had the best kind of time.
her old home and where she will spend
her vacation of several months.
Mrs. O. W. Hicks came in Wednesday night to join her husband here.
Mrs. M. J. Jewett, who has been Mr. Hicks has been in Roswell for the
viaiting her son George Jewett m last six weeks and is now employed
Rosweli for some weeks, left yester at the First National Bank. Mr. and
day for Chicago, where she was called Mrs. Hicks are from Afton, Iowa. On
on account of the death of a grandson ner way here Mrs Hicks stopped off
"
at 1 oronto, ivaasas, to visit a. sistci.
By request the Motherin-lareel i
o
will be run at the Matinee
Club yesterday en-a- t
Nous
The
Entre
3:30 and tomorrow night in addi- - j tertained the husbands of the mem-tioto the regular performance.
by giving a six o'clock dinner on
Don't miss it. It's the funniest yet the awn at the residence of Mr. and
Majestic.
Mrs. Phil Helmlg. The dinner was a
'delightful one. The guests were en- Dr. C. E. Lukens, superintendent of terta;ned by music from a phonograph
luc vunuiruo nuuic uuuey t.i
Those present were Mr. ana airs. w.
tticAitu, came lip i uui aua; misi urn;, N. Baldwin, J. F. Patterson, W. G.
this Polssrove, Mrs. C. M. Bird, Mr. and
from Carlsbad, going on north
morning. He will return to Roswell Mrs. Helmig.
next Monday.
n
J. A. Graham, secretary of the Ros- Fred Brose and wife left yesterday well Commercial Club and J. F. Hin- morning for Prove, Utah. Mr. Brose kle. representative from the local Elk
has been connected with the- work of lodge to the .Convention to foe held at
the U. S. G. S., in the Pecos Vallev for ' Philadelphia on the 15th, will leave to-the lau two years and has been trans morrow, morning. They will go to Chi
ferred to Provo. thence to Buffalo, and cross cv
er Lake Ontario to Toronto. From
arrived Toronto, they will go to Montreal and
Miss Christina Litt: fieid
home last night from Austin, Texas, thence by rail wind water, through
and
where she spent the winter jand spring Lakes Champlain and George
months visiting relatives. She will flown the Hudson to New York. From
go
Philadelto
will
Hinkle
parMr.
there
spend the summe here with her
ents Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Littlefleld. phia, while Mr. Graham will go on
to Connecticut to spend some time
J. M. Steele, correspondent of the with relatives. They will both take
Kansas City Star, came in this morn- in the Jamestown Exposition before
ing from Carlsbad, where he has been their return home. Mr. Graham will
in the interest of his paper. He will take with him advertising matter rego over to Torrance on the auto today garding the Pecos Valley, several
of
for the ride, coming back to Roswell thousand buttons and a number
views showing our farms and city, and
tomorrw.
will endeavor to interest as many per
The following six persons spent the sons as possible in this section of the
country
Fourth very pleasantly yesterday
on the Berrendo, north of town
Misses Cornia Caldwell, Irma Cotting-ha- MM E. MAN N PAYZANT'S
FASHION LETTER.
and Winnie Caldwell; Messrs.
New York. July 5. Waists play an
Bernard Gunsul, Clyde Caldwell and
part
in
the wardrobe of the
important
Will Caldwell.
fashionable woman of today, while the
George Gayle, the youngest son of prices demanded and paid for these
Probate Clerk F. P. Gayle, fell and articles of feminine attire seem to be
ibroke his left arm on the Skating exorbitant at all events they show
Rink at Carlsbad Wednesday morn that they are costly. Furthermore,
ing. He was brought nome on yes- with a smart and becoming waist and
terday morning's train 'by his brother hat a woman can be confident that
she has the appearance of being well
Richard Gayle.
groomed.
Lingerie waists, and, in fact, sep
The following persons spent yesterMr. arate linen and silk waists of all
day at the Hondo reservoir:
and Mrs. B. D. Garner, Mr. and Mrs. kinds, are at this time of he year
Ellis, A. P. Ferguson, Boyd B. Estes, more fashionable than ever, for they
C. C. Pegg, Miss Dona Smith, Miss are a necessary part of the skirt and
Annie Garrett. Miss Georgia Garner coat costume that in Ju'y and August
is so important part of the thorough
and Miss Bertie Wigginton.
wardrobe. The lingerie waist still afo
The attendance from Roswell to fords an opportunity for the use of the
Carlabad for the rrigation Celebration most exquisite embrodiery and laces,
are
there has been quite large. Up to and these costly little garments wodainty
this morning, agent Burns says 215 dear to the heart of thepurse
of the
tickets have been sold from Roswell. man, as well as to the
n

Frank Billings is in the city from
his sheep camp, coming in to spend
the Fourth.

j

..c

LOST: Blue and white class pin, marked "O. L. L." .Return to Record of07t2.
fice for reward.
A. M. Hinton left for his home in
Kansas City after spending some four
months dn Roswell.
Ttev. R. W. Lewis left this morning for Jackabiro, Texas to eondiut
a series of meetings.

i

i

Mr. and Mrs. V. O. McCollum and

children left this morning on
weeks1 trip to Los Angeles.

a six

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. D'Arcy spent
yesterday with relatives at Kenna returning to Roswell last night.

left this morning for
his home at Hastings, Michigan, after
spending several weeks in the valley.
M. A. Lamby

J. B. Reeves and his grandson Klyn
Harris went up to Texico and spent
the Fourth there returning home last
night.

The Fourth was a quiet day in Roswell. Fireworks were not numerous,
and the day was mainly devoted to
resting.

pic-nicin- g

o

Comfortable home
FOR SALE:
porch, artesian well shade,
stable, N. E. corn r Missouri and
0TU.
Alameda.
o

Mrs. W. F. Bayless and Miss Jewel
Bayless went up yesterday to Elkins
to irend a week with Mrs. Bayless'
son Claude.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Nelson left
this morning for Trinidad, Colorado,
where Mr. Nelson is employed in the
office of an architect.

--

o

Mrs. Sam Jones and fcaby , Httle
Sam, left yesterday morning for Mineral Wells, Texas to spend a couple of

months for her health.
Miss Mabel Ross left this morning
for Albany, Mo., after spending some
wefks In Roswell with Mr3. M. S. Wil

:

rn
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In The DAILY

RECORD Does Not Cost

MoneyIt

Makes

Money.

Ask our regular advertisers, they will tell you
that advertising in the DAILY RECORD has largely
contributed to the upbuilding of their business.
I!
To sell your goods you must let the people know
you have them. That is where the DAILY RECORD
comes in, a paper reaching all the people of Roswell
and going into the homes of more Pecos Valley people than any other half dozen papers.
I

n

arate waist afcd that is that they are
to be worn wkh only the most .practi
cal of coat anB skirt costumes. It is
contended, and with reason, that the
skirt of one cofcr and the waist of an
other is as a rile unbecoming and es
pecially to thel woman who is stout,
and this is trie of the black skirt
and white wais more than of any oth
er combination.
The fashion inaugurated last spring
for the separa le waist of bands or
bretelles made kf skirt material, was
first seen with what was known as
the corslet or feuspender skirt, made
to look like ai princess gown when
worn with a sport jacket. At first
the fad did nod meet with much favor
It was though! too youthful, suitable
only for younJ girls, .but there was so
much that w practical about it that
it found mar followers, and now a
sort of modi cation of the original
idea has ibeel arrived at between the
original surf nder waist and that
with a deep yoke or guimpe with the
sleeves to match, and the problem is
solved of jfow to wear a skirt with a
shirt waisf and yet look as if wearing
a complete
are made longer than they
were la season, although really long
sleevesare not yet fashionable, and in
some jases the shortest and smallest
of stles are to be noted. As a rule,

This is unquestionably the most successful medicine in use for
bowel complaints. It can always belepended upon, even in the
most severe and dangerous cases. It is equally valuable for children, and is the means of saving thp. lives of many children each
year. When reduced with water Jmd sweetened it is pleasant to
take. Price, 25 Cents; Large Siz, 50 Cents.

'
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taking a strong stand against the
sleeve., They declare It has become so common as to be undesirable
and they ar using the long mitten
cuff.-olace ot tucked chiffon, but
there are plenty of other dressmakers
who are turning out their newest
gowns "with the short sleeves.
- The overskjrt or tunic aa it Is caU-- j
ed nowadays. Is much ra evidence.
Many of these,: Instead of toelnj round
el-ho-

f

--

i

-

ffr

'

I

A Square DeaQ"

ve

slejwes now come well ibelow the
ejjffow and are finished with a flat
nd. Above the elbow they are fin
ished with a medium puff, while there
are of this general style many varieties. While the long shoulders seam
is fashionable it is to be noted that a
majority of stylish women look best
with the sleeves standing out a little
from the shoulder, so featherbones or
wire are used to secure the desired
effect. In fact the sleeves are taking
up a great deal of attention as to cut
finish and becomingness.
The loose,
wide sleeves that are a feature of the
year
seem
to
fashions this
be particularly well adapted to the style that
looks like a sleeveless coat worn over a separate blouse. The armhole is
abnormally large on the kimono order
and is always trimmed with a flat
band effect. Sometimes may toe noticed part of the waist of heavy lace,
the part that goes over the shoulder
and forms the sleeves. This finished by a flat band of velvet, is most
charming especially when worn over
white. An exception to this lis in the
case of yellow sulphur yellow voile
made up with cream lace. In this instance the different shades of yellow
and cream were most artistically blen
ded.
There is a great deal of fine lace to
be noticed on these fine waists. Not
only braiding and embroidery, ibut nar
row bands of silk, fancy buttons and
a myrald of dainty touches that can
be given only by the most careful
immense
hand work. There is an
amount of hand work on even the sim
plest of these waists, while on the
more elaborate ones the work is
fine and intricate, and hand
work is recessary on everything at all
smart.
Corsets, linings and draperies all
tend to give tho slope, without which
curves under the arms the vaist .s
quite passe. Those who are too generously proportioned cleverly draw all
the superfluous flesh toward the front
But in spit i of the fact that great
time and thought are given to the
moulding of the form, ladies do not
go out of the house ''in their figures."
as the French put it; that is, without
a slight veiling of the outlines, therefore the immense popularity of the
tiny little wraps and coats that are
never intended for warmth, but for
dress purposes only. One of these is
of black taffetta, .black Venetion lace
and a tiny black nailhead edge. Broad
cloth or linen would 'be just as effec
tive. The lace forms the main part
of the garment, with bands of silk
edged with the ibraid.
Filot Irish crochet, Valeacionnes,
and Cluny laces are leaders of their
kind again and the long used eyelet
embroidedy has suffered no setback
by the change of seasons. The narrow insertions and finishing edges
have been selling in quantities ever
since the summer arrived in earnest.
The handsomest Lingerie blouses and
gowns are trimmed lavishly with filet
but imitations of this old lace are not
very desirable, and the real article is
very expensive. Of Irish lace there
are excellent imitations and everyone
knows the fidelity with which the
manufacturers copy choice Valenciennes patterns.
A goodly number of lingerie gowns
are made in the princess stlye, tout as
the season waxes and new styles come
into vogue other patterns are coming
out. The fichu drapery of bodices is
having a strong influence on summer
gowns and a host of new variations
are being played on this old pattern.
The little bolero, which played so important a part in the lingerie gowns
of last year, is seen again but in a
changed guise from that of a twelve
month ago. In almost every case it
is either a Japanese or cape sleeve.
It is hard to tell which is the more
MJpular. The latter, perhaps, toecause
of its easier arrangement and consequently more frequent use. is in danger of early extinction. The kimono
sleeve is generally becoming, but it
needs careful handling and it does not
lend itself to made overs, because
being cut in one with the bodice considerable material is needed for it.
A gown of Persian lawn seen lately,
made up elaborately with Valencien
nes lace and filet rimmed with Cluuy
had a jacket something on the falcon
shape", with its front drapery gathered prettily over the bust. The sleeves
are of the Japanese style, a mere cap
over the short puff ibelow. The full
skirt is inset with vertical rows of
Valenciennes. It was a fair example
of the elaboration used on gowns this
year.
Many of the kimono sleeves are so
cleverly used with dTaped
bretelles
and other 'bodice arrangements that
the one merges into the other. Long
tight sleeves of lace or chiffon are
found under some of these kimono
sleeves in very smart gowns. These
chiffon sleeves are usually tucked and
promise to become a general style
ibefore their vogue is at an end. Some
of the conservative dressmakers are

SIP

arduare Company.
and consequently giving the appearance cf cutting the figure in two, are
made with a deep front and drawn up
at the sides or cut up, and draped in
the back.
The Marie Antoinette fichu with col
ored embroidery is one of the new
fancies for the white lace or lingerie
gown.
The woman with sloping shoulders
is having her day, for this is the desirable Line for the upper part of the
bodice. Fichu draperies and all sorts
of arrangements that slope over the
tops of the arms and tuck, back and
front, into the deep girdles are seen
in the most effective summer frocks
that are waiting for winter to make a
surety of style. This is a hint for the
coming fall's fads. With this fashion
come along the open bell sleeve, which
in its turn whips up the demand for
the bracelet.
Those quaint jeweled
long
circlets, copied from trinkets
stored away, are in first favor. Velvet
ibands with jeweled fastenings are also worn on the neck with waists that
are open at the throat.
The deep lace flouncings. about six
ty inches wide, introduced this season for princess dresses simplify the
dressmakers' work. Pinch tucks shape
the lace around the waist line. Perfectly fitting silk slips of taffetta or
China silk are invariably under them.
An interlining of chiffon or mousse-lin- e
silk is also desirable to soft the
eifc-cof the l arder texture uuder th
lace. These flouncis come at comparatively inexpensive prices, and offer
an economical suggestion for the wedding gown which must be of moderate
price.
which
The craze for embroidery,
strenuous
has survived a long and
vogue, with no sign of diminishment,
has settled down to more sane usages
than when it first struck the world of
fashion. The more artistic ones have
a plain background against which to
throw the design.
Stripped silk is used to trim many
of the plain cloths. A stunning cloth
suit with a coat coming well below
the knees has revers of green ani
white taffetta and a collar of white
velvet. The green and white stripfd
silk is also introduced into the cuffs.
The coat is half fitted, single .breasted
left unclosed at the front, and finished
on each side with two big covered
buttons of green velvet.
CATHERINE M
t

DOINGS AT
CARLSBAD
(Continued From Pake One.)
Hon. R. E. Twitchell, of Las Vegas,
was the concluding speaker and delivered a finished oration on the subject
of reclamation and irrigation that displayed that he had given much tho't
and time to the subject. His address
is given elsewhere.
Captain Bujac read letters of regret from B. M. Hall, now supervisor
of irrigation in Porto Rico on not being able to be present and a telegram
announcing that James R. Garfield,
Secretary of the Interior, will visit
Carlsbad August 20th to inspect the
government irrigation project and will
be accompanied by F. H. Newell, chief
engineer of the Reclamation Service,
and other high oftlcials.
The racing program at the fair
grounds this afternoon was very excit
ing and drew a large crowd.
The Caman band rendered an
concert at the court house square
at 3:00 p. m. The game of baseball
between Carlsbad and Lake Arthur
was another victory for the Lake Arthur boys. Score 9 to 5.
An amusing feature was the Bronco
busting at the fair grounds at 4:00.
At 8:00 p. m. Caman s band gave a
concert at the court house square,
with Miss Strack as soloist.
There was an informal reception at
the Commercial Club Thursday night
and a big ball in the Tansill block.
The .program for the last day was
opened by a grand Gander pulling con
test on Canyon Street at 8:30 a. m.
and afforded much amusement.
The Caman band gave a concert at
the court house square at 9:00 a. m.
The afternoon racing program was
excellent and several good races were
pulled off. The band also gave an excellent concert at 2:00 p. m.
The exhibits from the various towns
attracted much attention. Hager man's
model farm, saving complete system
of main and lateral ditches. Dayton,
Las Cruces, Lake Arthur and rtejia
all had fine exhibits and distr:bated
much ivaluable aayerasing tnaqtt .
T. E. Bryant manager of the Bollea

AT 0 NCE

FOR SALE

8,000 Cement Shingles

i

For shed or barn. Shingles are two
years old. Prices per lot much under
wooden shingles.

A.

See

W.

L.

NILSSON

002 North Main.

farm had ia noteworthy exhibit of
spring lannbs. They were or.e hundred
days old and averaged
and forty-fiv- e
120 poutCs.
A large party of prominent visitors and railway officials including, W.
H. Sanders of the Reclamation Service
who came in last evening were driven
out this morning to visit the great
project.
The party was explained the various
workings of the project by Engineer
W. M. Reed.
This celebration is without parallel,
being the first of the kind. It proved
a success far beyond the hope of the
committees who have labored so faith
fully for months in arranging for it.
The thousands of visitors returned to
their homes pleased with what they
had heard and seen.
From a standpoint of valuable publi
city it was the greatest advertisement
in the history of Carlsbad, and the results will be great for the lower

TRELFORD

feeling his nlse.
.,
s. m.i
,i
.
ed tift r. was siniuhmim. I i.rrt-rthe guard to get a cup of !':.:. h wii.-a portion of which
pnur.-..n
r. .,
face, and he very quickly v; n
and rose ti liis feet. an. iix.u
that we were aware of liis "
il"
and after lie was li ;i i
the
in
wall, hi expressed reirret fi r
init
was imposduct and stated that as
sible to fo.il the ollirials li" ask.-to be released and promised tua: if
I would do so I would tiev. r have nrt
tb. reupei
further trouble with hint.
ordered the prisoner ro!e;is.-and
breakfast given to him and tint he I...
f,Mconfined to his cell
tae rest ot
the day.
Having deal' with ech charge ii
the order in which tiny were ;,.
duced before the referee as i.itaue d
in the oliicial record, further the a!
fiant sayeth not.
AKTHl'K Til KI.Kl K ).
Subscribed and sworn to before
2Sth day of June, i:mT.
JOHN P. VICTORY.
Nol-irii'.lic.
I
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ne-thi-
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AOSWERS

a

(Continued from Page Three.)
his first incarceration, while compelled to work at hard labor, while on the
other hand he lost thirty pounds while
incarcerated as a- - jail prisoner, and
not compelled to work.
With regard to the last charge of
cruelty, that towords Major Tony, No.
1691, who since his committal and. until last December had been a very insubordinate prisoner. I desire to state
that he had been punished on numerous occasions and that during my predecessors' administration Tony was
given fifty strokes on a "spanking machine," and that it was reported to
me that Tony always bragged about
them being unable to make him
"squeal."
At the time in question
Tony was in punishment for refusing
to obey orders and using insulting
language towards the jguard. Owing
to his past conduct, I (became determined that I would punish Tony for
his conduct in that respect, and did
punish him by confining him in the
dark cell, but at no time did I ever
take a stick to him, as stated by the
witness, Clark, on his direct examina- Bny a Swastika Good Luck,
tion, and which he admitted he did
Lire aud Prosperity be your.
not 'see or hear in his
With respect to the matter of
throwing water upon the convict. Ma
jor Tony, I have to say that on the
morning in question Toney pretended
to be in a faint. I was sent for, and
jgifiutia,ii.i..ui.iitwi!'j
upon examination of the prisoner.

m
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ICE CREAM
Is the ideal food for these Lot days. We
have it in several flavors.
Phone 41 and ak us to bring you a
pail, any size, no extra charge.

Daniel Drug Comyany.

Long

